Parking Lot Policy
No congregating or tailgating in the parking lot. Masks and social distancing must always be practiced in the parking lot
(except for individuals remaining in their car).
Parking lot should be used to get hockey equipment and / or skates on. Participants cannot fully undress in the parking
lot.

Weekend Arena Entry
For Hockey Games and Practices
There will be a limit of one parent / guardian per participant allowed in the Arena. No siblings, no exceptions. In order for
a parent / guardian to enter the rink, they will tell the Arena employee their childs name. Once they enter the assigned
rink, the parent / guardian cannot leave the assigned rink and then re-enter the arena, other than to use the bathroom.
Each team manager should assist rink staff in adhering to these guidelines to ensure Ice World can stay open and safely
operate.
Before entering the arena, the parent/guardian will be temperature screened by the Arena employee. Once inside the
facility, spectators may not loiter and must go their designated rink and find a red dot to watch the game or practice.
When exiting the Arena the team manager should help direct the parents to the proper exit.
Please read below for what to do during the session and at the conclusion of the session.
For Freestyle and Learn to Skate
Parent/Guardian must enter the building and check in with their skater. (BFSC has chosen to not allow parents inside for
their sessions.)
Once inside the facility, spectators may not loiter and must go to their designated rink and find a red dot to watch the
session.
During the Ice Session for Hockey, Freestyle and Learn to Skate
Spectators must stay at least 6 feet apart AND wear face coverings for the entire duration of the session. The rinks will
have designated red dots on the ground and in the bleachers where spectators must sit/stand to observe their
participant. Failure to adhere to these policies will result in removal from the facility.
Conclusion of the Session for Hockey, Freestyle and Learn to Skate
All spectators must leave through designated rink exit doors at the immediate conclusion of the ice session. No loitering
inside the facility or by exit doors.

